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S u m m a r y 
In the paper the contact phenomena caused by reverse friction “stick-slip”are discussed. To solve this 
complex problem, the authors have done the statistics, numerical computer simulation, bench tests as well 
as in-service tests on a real object. The paper presents the results of the numerical computer simulation. 
The effect of friction coefficient characteristics on how the wavy wear originates has been included. 
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АСПЕКТЫ АНАЛИЗЫ КОНТАКТНЫХ ЭФФЕКТОВ ВОЗБУЖДЕННЫХ 
ПОВОРОТНЫМ ТРЕНИЕМ 

Резюме 
Работа относиться до проблема контактных эффектов возбужденных поворотным трением 
„стик-слип”. Афторы в своих исследованиях, которые относиться до развязания этого сложного 
проблема, проводили статистические исследования, нумеричной симуляцию компютеровой, 
стендовые исследования и эксплуатационные исследования действительного объекта. В работе 
представлено результаты нумеричной симуляции компютеровой. В исследованиях учитывают 
вляние характеристик коэффицента трения на развите волнообразного износа. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper an assumption was made that 

during braking the friction processes between the 
wheel and  brake insert are the main processes in 
the formation of wear in the contact area of these 
elements Fig.1). 

The numerical analysis and experiments 
were done for wheel-brake shoe unit. The results 
were verified during in-service tests of rail-wheel-
brake shoe unit on a real object. 

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF BRAKE 
    SHOE MOTION 

Brake shoe motion has been simulated for a 
mechanical system shown in Fig. 2. 

In the investigations it was assumed that in 
the analysis of the motion of the investigated 
system the translatory movement of the shoe is a 
basic motion, described by equation (6). The shoe 
rotational motion is assumed not to affect the 
motion of the investigated system and is thus 
disregarded in the present analysis. 

From the analysis of the shoe motion shown 
in Fig. 2 it follows that a shoe of mass m supported 
by spring of springing rate c can move relative to 
the wheel rotating at the peripheral speed of v. In 
steady state, with no vibrations (Fig. 2b), the 
spring is extended by friction force F vN µ( )  
corresponding to speed v. This speed is then equal 
to relative speed of ( ( )v x− ). 
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Fig. 1. The wear area of the contact effect 

analysed by the authors 
When the wheel drive is engaged or the 

spring is extra extended  there appear vibrations  - 
shoe motion relative to wheel (Fig. 2c). 

In the conditions of stability these vibrations 
are damped and disappear. Thus the state shown in 
Fig. 2b becomes stable. However, self-excited 
vibrations can appear, due to the characteristics of 
friction between the shoe and wheel. 

In case vibrations of the shoe appear, when 
its velocity at the given moment is x  (Fig. 2c), the 
relative velocity  

v v xr = − ,                                              (1) 
will change in the neighbourhood of velocity v. 

In the steady state (Fig. 2.b) the friction 
force (2) 

T v F vN( ) ( ),= ⋅µ                                    (2) 
is equilibrated with force Fs  of the spring (3) 

  F c xs= ⋅ .                                                (3) 

So the shoe vibrations are affected by the 
difference of friction forces (4) 

( )∆ ∆T T v T v T vr= = −( ) ( ).               (4) 

During braking three various forms of shoe-
wheel contact can be distinguished: 
a) ,x v= >0 0  - shoe slip with no 
vibrations, 
b) ,x v v≠ > 0  – shoe slip following 
vibrations, 
c) ,x v v= > 0  – stick phase following 
stick-slip vibrations. 

Fig. 2. A diagram of the mechanical system under 
analysis: m – mass of brake shoe, c – elasticity 

constant, d – dumping coefficient 
The course of shoe-wheel interaction in 

which the stick and slip phases can be 
distinguished is called a boundary cycle. Fig. 3 
shows the boundary cycle of RCG radius. The shoe 
remains in the stick phase until the spring force is 
equal to the maximum friction force transferred. In 
this system the point of  separation X A  can be 
calculated: 

X F cA N= ⋅ µ / ,                                     (5) 
at which the shoe’s stick phase changes into slip 
phase. 

To describe the shoe motion mass m (Fig.2) 
differential equation of the second order is adopted 
(6): 

)6(),sgn( vxFxcxdxm N −⋅⋅=⋅+⋅+⋅ µ    

where: 
m  –  concentrated mass, 
d  –  damping coefficient, 
c  –  spring constant, 
FN  - normal force. 
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Fig. 3. Diagram of boundary cycle of the 
investigated mechanical system 

The wheel linear velocity ν at the contact 
site with the shoe in this equation is discrete; it is 
hidden in the formula for friction coefficient. 

It is convenient to run the analysis using 
dimensionless co-ordinates, which reduces the 
number of the system parameters. Hence (7) 

ω o
c
m=                                             (7)  

was introduced and a power unit was chosen. The 
choice helps to make the friction models uniform. 

Introducing in equ. (6) the following: 
non-dimensionless time 

τ ω= ⋅o t                                              (8)  
non-dimensionless dislocation 

  X c x
FN

= ⋅                                                 (9) 

non-dimensionless damping coefficient  

γ =
⋅ ⋅

d
c m2 1 2( ) /                                      (10) 

non-dimensionless velocity 

V v c
FN

= ⋅ ⋅( ) /1 2
                                     (11) 

and coefficient        

δ ω= ⋅FN o
c      that    is    V v= δ          (12) 

non-dimensionless friction coefficient 
µ δ µ δ⋅ − = ⋅ ⋅ −( ' ) ( ) /X V x v FN     (13) 

we get: 
)'(sgn)'('2" VXVXXXX −⋅−⋅⋅=+⋅⋅+ δµγ                                 

(14) 

The parameters of equation (14) are: 
µ( )Vr  -  friction model, 
 γ         -  non-dimensional damping, 
V         -  wheel non-dimensional velocity. 
The programme for numerical simulation of 

stick-slip contact effects, i.e. shoe self-excited 
vibration has been written in PASCAL. 

The numerical program presented defines an 
approximate solution of differential equation (6) 
which describes the shoe-wheel motion during 
braking at given initial conditions. 

The input data for computer calculation 
program cover: 
I. Characteristics of friction coefficient for the 
analysed materials of brake insert – representing 
the adopted friction models written as equations 
(15) and( 16) for brake insert material “W1” (Fig.4) 
and equations (17) and (18) for brake insert 
material “Ws”, (Fig.5): 
a). Friction model for brake insert material “W1”: 

  " ; ( )"µ µ µs k k f v> =                         (15) 
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(16) 
for: 

µ s  = 0,4, 
µ* = 0,1, 
α   = 0,2 [s ⋅ m-1 ], 

 β  = 0.0 [s2 ⋅ m-1 ], (Fig.4) 
 

Fig. 4.   Model of friction  - ;" ks µµ >  

)"v(fk =µ ,  for brake insert material W1 
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b). Friction model for brake insert material “Ws”: 
";" constkks == µµµ                           (17) 
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for:  µ s  = 0,4, (Fig.5). 

Fig. 5. Friction model  -
" ; "µ µ µs k k const= = , for “Ws”  brake insert 

material 
 The characteristics in “I” can be modified 
accordingly by the choice of kinetic friction 
coefficient µ k  and static coefficient µ s  as well as 
parameters µ α β*, , , vr .            
II. Parameters of the investigated mechanical 
system, Fig. 2. 

The parameters of the investigated 
mechanical system can be fed into calculations 
according to a given methodology of research as: 
- values in dimensionless or dimensional co-

ordinates and 
- declared as values constant or variable in a 

given range, with calculation step defined. 

3. RESULTS OF COMPUTER ANALYSIS 
The friction model ;" ks µµ >  

)"v(fk =µ , for brake insert material W1, shows 
how the boundary cycle is formed (see Fig. 3). 

At lower wheel velocities , for shoe initial 
speed X o' = 0 , the unit approaches the boundary 
cycle (Fig. 6). At higher velocities there are 
observed only periodical vibrations with no 
boundary cycle; at further velocity increase a 
stable slip with no vibrations is observed. 

The friction model ;" ks µµ =  

"constk =µ for brake insert material Ws, unlike 
friction model " ; ( )"µ µ µs k k f v> =  (brake 

insert material W1) does not cause the boundary 
cycle (see Fig.3). 

Fig. 6. Phase diagram showing the behaviour of 
the unit during friction, for friction model 

" ; ( )"µ µ µs k k f v> =  
(insert material W1): V = 1, 

1,0,0 === δγoX  

Irregardless of the initial conditions, the unit 
shows only periodical vibrations without the 
boundary cycle, Fig.7. 
 

Fig. 7. Phase diagram of the behaviour of the 
tested unit during friction, for friction  model 

adopted 
" ; "µ µ µs k k const= =  

(insert material Ws):  V = 0,5; 1; 1,5 
1,0,0 === δγoX  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the analysis of the results 

obtained in simulation of the effect of friction 
model " ; ( )"µ µ µs k k f v> = (insert material 
W1) on the behaviour of the mechanical system it 
was found that: 
- at wheel lower velocities there occur stick-slip 

vibrations in the system; 
- at higher velocities of the system there occur 

periodical with no boundary cycle. 
On the basis of the analysis of simulation of 

the effect of friction model                            
" ; "µ µ µs k k const= = (insert material Ws) on 

the behaviour of the analysed mechanical system it 
was found that: 
- irregardless of the initial conditions, there is no 

boundary cycle observed in the system. 
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